Vision for eLearning on Mobile Devices
Utilizing a gaming platform, Yebo combines the success of augmented reality
training simulation with the behavior science of game compulsion, to create "virtual
apprenticeships" and "virtual learning environments" on mobile devices.
We will do this using smartphones, tablets, and feature phones.
Context
Many people who could benefit most from additional education have hectic lives, with long
commutes, families to support, and limited resources. Traditional higher education is often too
expensive and requires untenable levels of consistent time commitment. Current educational
material available online or in mobile apps allows for more flexibility, but it is often narrow,
disorganized and dry, and seldom leads to certifications or accreditations that employers trust.
Opportunity
Annual spending on eLearning has already reached $40B and is forecast to grow to $52B by 2016
(Docebo, 2014). It is clear that in order to remain effective and accessible, eLearning must
transition to mobile devices -- but more than half of the time consumers spend on their cell
phones is for interactive entertainment and gaming. We need to use existing consumer behavior,
and game mechanics such as compulsion loops, meta-game layers, as well as the ubiquity of
mobile devices to reach people from all socioeconomic groups.
People spend countless hours consuming all types of entertainment. There is a huge untapped
opportunity to enable self-paced education, psychologically powered by entertainment methods.
The most interactive of these, and perhaps the most untapped educationally, is video games and
simulations.
With the rise of the educational technology (EdTech) revolution, there has been a widespread
change in attitudes toward alternative educational paths, but most early examples are an echo of
traditional classroom teaching methods. Particularly, they are pioneered by existing content
providers trying to find ways to make their content work in a digital environment and are
inhibited by a fixed media legacy that includes massive overhead costs. Further, the mindset of
teaching to the average causes us to both lose the top end performers and to find places where
people who struggle can actually find a foothold academically (Rose, 2015). Technology can solve
this problem. Much work is being done around different teaching methodologies that a single
teacher or curriculum can do in order to adapt to different levels in a single class room –
neuroscience has advanced the science of learning in leaps and bounds in recent years, but the
greatest advancement in neuroscience is not actually the HOW of teaching, it’s the WHAT. We

can teach different things to different people and adapt to their strengths and weaknesses
programmatically. We can offer curated and specific education and skills to people without the
burden of average.

Yebo Solution
Yebo is creating a platform where people can collaborate and author entertaining, interactive
educational content. Our goal is to broadly improve lives through useful instruction, especially
for those chronically underserved that haven’t experienced effective higher education or been
able to take advantage of continuing education programs. This may mean qualifying for a better
job in the short term, or preparing for an alternative path to higher education and a professional
position in the long term.
Our strategy is to solve this by creating an open, thriving marketplace for richly interactive
content that will allow for content publishing, consumption and e-commerce. The core
proposition is a new strategy for using technical and artistic elements of game design, along with
storylines and game compulsion behaviors, enabled by a social platform that allows technical and
non-technical content creators to collaborate. By separating concept capture & organization
from game / episode design and scene dynamics & automation, and those from active objects
implementation, this platform allows individuals to contribute to a project while building on
previously created building blocks. A user experiences topic instruction and testing in one or
more alternative forms and versions, allowing users to review and rank the content in the
marketplace. Dependencies among topics are shown, so that learning about prerequisites can be

a natural opportunity when striving for a goal. Topics are arranged on learning and skill paths,
depending on the user’s needs and interests.
The end result is a system that can support rapid creation or repurposing of educational content,
continual refresh and improvement. Content can be provided as an open resource (OER) or
commercially, by large entities or individuals. Content from many sources can be created and
consumed in a blended way, according to the cost, source, or type preferences of the user. This
provides a rich, incremental way to learn that increasingly assists the user while allowing
individual flexibility. Related features of the platform include detailed internal and sharable
achievement representation, reputation, ranked Q&A, employment matching, and mentor
networks.

Addressing Poverty & Education with Mobile Devices, including Feature Phones
We have specifically designed our cloud-based solution to provide low or no-cost content, and to
scale to any number of users while also allowing any number of authors. While there will be
commercial content from individuals and corporations, the system is designed to also support
OER content and easy user selection of the type of content desired. Commercial content will
compete with open crowdsourced material. We will adjust our revenue strategy to maintain
access to OER content, similar to the approach to content taken by YouTube, Wikipedia, and
others.
We are targeting mobile devices (smartphones, tablets and feature phones). Not only are these
good interactive platforms with touch screens, gyro/accelerometers, microphones and audio, but
they are always available, and easier to target. Additionally, more people spend more time with
mobile devices than any other form of computing. This is only going to increase (Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, 2015). Mobile devices are already very powerful and in most cases, have very
good Internet connectivity. Feature phones and smartphones – even in some markets with
internet connectivity issues - allow a mobile device to be used for an extensive range of
education. Feature phones and smartphones are especially critical for those who may not have
much or any access to a laptop or desktop computer.
For feature phones, we can pare down the graphics and still have the fundamentals work.
However, much like the free or nearly free notebooks that are out there, there are a variety of

ways that we can get devices into peoples’ hands which give them a basic level of graphical
functionality and allows them to access and use the content and our toolset.
Jobs and Accreditation
People tend to get education and training in order to get a job or to increase their marketability
for jobs. If we address that piece directly rather than through the proxy of accreditation, we
solve the problem that has stymied many others. You always need to solve the last leg of the
stool: the job.
The solution that we are embracing involves taking a person who has validated their skills
through the Yebo system and connecting them directly to a job. By working with an employer
and their recruiting arm (which is the basis of our business model), we bring them validated, prequalified, skilled candidates that can outperform their current efforts based primarily on resumes
and interviews. We can use data modeling that is commonly available on mobile devices today to
profile behavior, aptitude and specific skills to provide employers a significantly higher prequalification rate. This will result in better matches for them and, consequently, reduced churn.
Good for the employee, good for business.

Open Educational Resources (OER)
Authors will have the ability to work with OER content to make revisions and expand on it, and
then publish. To allow for wide adoption, some content on the Yebo marketplace will be OER and
some will be commercial. The particulars will be up to the marketplace of organizations and
individuals. We are focused on creating a new, rich interactive publishing platform to enable all
types of content licensing.
Our system will be a tool that fosters creation of OER content for textbooks, lectures and other
materials. In order to be a broad platform, we will support content with both open licensing and
paid content. We believe that OER will become the dominant content on our platform, as the
community of OER authors and users grows globally, and the Yebo user base grows with it.
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